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This document was created in the spring of 2015 by members of Accessibilize Montreal as part of the “By and For Us: The Community at the Head of the Organization” project, organized by the Center for Community Organizations (COCo). This event brought together community organizations who center the leadership of people who work and organize on issues relating to their own lived experiences. The goal was to create mutual learning spaces and to reflect on how best to center marginalized communities in community organizing.

Accessibility must be integral to event organizing, and thus organisers must consider how to set accessibility norms before an event is launched. Organisers should aim to create a framework where people’s autonomy can be cultivated. This work must be premised on the idea that people know their needs best and must be empowered to make their own decisions with regards to how they move in and out of spaces, react to their personal experiences, and engage with material.

The goal of this document is to help facilitators and event organizers create more accessible spaces, in the broadest sense of the word. This means working to create events that take into consideration people’s diverse needs and lived experiences. Concrete strategies can be used to ensure that people who are so often excluded are able to attend and participate more fully. Ultimately, accessibility is a constant work-in-progress based on the community and individuals involved. Please keep in mind that this list does not include everything that might need to be taken into consideration.

Further, we hope that this is a dynamic document. Please feel free to contact us at access4mtl@gmail.com with questions, edits or suggestions for improvement. Thank you for your time and energy!

- Accessibilize Montreal & the Centre for Community Organizations
Pre-Event Guidelines

Providing accessibility information to participants allows for an event’s norms to be understood and clarified ahead of time. This also gives people the power to choose whether or not they attend an event and if so, how they participate.

- Remember to provide the information as early as possible, ideally a week ahead of time! This will ensure that people have sufficient time to make any necessary arrangements, such as adapted transport and childcare.

- Be transparent about the access that you do or do not have. It is critical to be specific and honest about the reality of the space!

- Don’t assume everyone knows or understands all aspects of accessibility. When possible, include links to videos or websites that allow participants to inform themselves ahead of time.

- What accessibility means shifts and changes with the context and the people! It is important that event organisers and facilitators continuously educate themselves, and are able and willing to adapt to new situations as they arise.

Considerations before promoting an event:

- Is the event description, relevant documents, and/or website written in plain language?

- If possible, promote the event on multiple platforms. For example, a listserv or local radio station, in addition to an Eventbrite or Facebook event.

Consider how to provide necessary accessibility information for participants, without overwhelming them with details! You could:

- Providing the contact information of someone who can provide more specific accessibility details. Ideally, this is a name, phone number & an email address.

- If you have a website, have a clearly labelled ‘Accessibility’ section to centralise information.
Here is a quick list of some of basic accessibility information to include in any promotional material.

**Venue specific** accessibility information:

- Provide an **exact address**, including the postal code.
- Whether the venue **wheelchair accessible**. This means, no steps with ramp and/or elevator access. If a wheelchair inaccessible venue is chosen, include number of steps and if there is a handrail.
- Is there a **gender-neutral** and **wheelchair accessible washroom**?
- Is the **lighting** fluorescent, non-fluorescent or otherwise?

**Event specific** accessibility information:

- Have a **clear agenda** of the day’s roll-out. This should include any breaks, workshop blocks and a finish time.
- Is the event **scent-free**?
- Will there be **ASL/LSQ interpretation**? Is it upon request? If so, provide a clear deadline by which to make requests.
- Will there be **childcare** available? Is it upon request? If so, provide a clear deadline by which to make requests.
- If it is a film screening, will there be **closed captioning**?
- Are there **documents that can be circulated** ahead of time?
Interactive Accessibility

Signal Badges

You can provide interaction signal badges to all your participants. This is a system which was first developed in Autistic spaces and conferences. They help people tell everyone who can see their badge about their communication preferences.

- **Red**: I do not want anyone to approach or interact with me, except in the case of emergency. You can reply to questions I ask you but that’s it.

- **Yellow**: Unless I approach you first, I will only interact with people I already know.

- **Green**: I’m interested in interacting but I find it difficult to initiate interaction, so I’d be happy if others initiate interaction with me.

All participants should be given all 3 badges, so that they can change their badges over the duration of the event as needed!

Try to provide an option for a “chill space,” “chill room,” or “chill corner.” That is, a quiet and calm location that is well-marked and preferably with a closed door. This is especially important for longer and larger meetings and events.

- “Chill spaces” are important for participants to be able to have a “time-out” if they are feeling stressed, overwhelmed, overstimulated etc.
- Provide seating, a few snacks, and quiet activities! Options include colouring pages, paper and pencils, clay and fidget toys!
- You may also have an active listener on standby in the chill space, especially if the content of your event is personal, emotional, or traumatic in nature.

Provide “fidget toys”, especially for longer meetings. For example, “stress balls,” Rubik’s cubes, small stuffed animals, etc. Make these available to everyone, not just those people who you think “might need them.” Colouring pages are another good option!
Sensory Accessibility

It is important that people’s different sensory needs are taken into consideration when planning an event. This section will outline a series of sensory considerations.

Scent-Free Spaces

Many people have chemical sensitivities that can severely impact their participation in events. It can help to ask participants to refrain from wearing, and the venue from using:

- Bodysprays, perfumes, and colognes
- Shampoo and conditioner
- Lotions and deodorant
- Cleaning products
- Dry erase markers and sharpies.

Participants must be notified in advance to avoid these products to facilitate a scent-free, or scent-reduced, space. Scent-free policies and practices are not meant to apply to food smells or body odours.

For more information, visit: https://www.ccohs.ca/oshanswers/hsprograms/scent_free.html
Sensory Accessibility

Lighting & Sound

Ideally, there is an option for non-fluorescent lighting in the space.

- Bring other lamps and/or turn off lights during daytime if enough natural light is present, etc. If fluorescent lighting will be used or is the only option for lighting, include this in the information sent out prior to the event.

Be aware of the acoustics in the room as some spaces get really loud easily, especially if there are multiple people talking at once, or small group discussions.

- Consider changing spaces or installing noise dampening materials. Loud spaces can be hard for people with sensory difficulties, hearing loss and auditory processing difficulties.

Seating Arrangements

Have a variety of options for seating if possible. This can include chairs with armrests and solid backs, padded chairs, open space for wheelchairs, mobility devices, and service dogs.

- Be aware of configuration of group. Chairs arranged in a circle are helpful for visual and auditory access, but only up to a certain size and number of people.

- Make sure to keep spaces for folks with hearing loss and/or vision loss to sit closest to the facilitator and flipchart/board/screen. Make sure to announce this option out loud and in writing.
Food Accessibility

Providing food and beverages is useful for keeping participants energised and engaged. Here are some considerations:

- Don’t assume you know why someone has a particular dietary restriction! And don’t ask, either!
- When possible, provide Kosher and Halal options!
- Keep condiments, especially those that contain dairy or eggs (like cheese, sour cream, and mayonnaise) away from meat, and make sure each item has its own serving utensil.
- By serving at least 50% vegetarian or vegan food, you will meet the needs of most people. Where possible, serve pork-free, beef-free, and vegetarian food from a separate table. Use a separate area on the BBQ, or a separate BBQ, for vegetarian/vegan foods.
- Provide nut and gluten free options!
- If there is buffet-style food, be sure to label everything and include ingredients where possible.
- Food-centric events can be triggering for some people (for example, with a history of eating disorders). Portioned out food can make things less overwhelming.
- Provide food vouchers/money for food to anyone who may need if food is not offered at the event.
- Have people available to help with serving and carrying plates of food.
- Always have straws available.
- Keep food off of floor level to reduce distraction for service dogs.

This section draws heavily from the work of the McGill University Social Equity & Diversity Education Office.
In order to make your event as accessible as possible, make sure to clearly inform participants of the languages that will be used during the event.

- If possible, all material sent out before the event should be made available in both English and French.

- Translation headsets can minimise the ambient noise during the event. However, if this is not possible, provide whisper translation.

- Provide signed interpretation, both ASL (American Sign Language) and LSQ (Langue des Signes du Québec) for participants who may need it. Note that ASL and LSQ interpreters book up early. Make sure to book them as early as possible!

- If you are using any videos at any given point, provide captions. This will cover a significant proportion of people. However, if you know that there will be participants who sign, signed videos are ideal. If the video itself isn’t captioned, possible, provide a transcript of the audio.
Events commonly use audio and videos to enhance to the experience for event participants. Consider:

- Videos should be **captioned** whenever possible (and if not captioned, subtitled is an okay option). If not captioned, provide a transcription of the video.

- Make **transcription of audio content** available during the event, in addition to being made available afterwards online.

- Provide a **recording of the event** (with captions and transcription) if possible for people who can’t be at the event and/or people who might need to hear/see things again in order to process, remember, and understand them.

- Consider having people designated to be “**whisper readers or translators**” to read written content to individuals who might not be able to/might not be comfortable with reading. That being said, this only works for people who can hear well enough for this to be an option.
Presentations can be the core of many events. Here couple things to consider for workshops and presentations:

- Ensure that **agendas are written out** clearly and read out loud.

- Use **plain language** as much as possible. Avoid jargon, technical terms and academic language. If you need to use more complicated language, make sure there are clearly provided explanations. This applies to both in person examples, in any written text.

- Explain and/or write out all **acronyms and abbreviations**.

- Be aware that **metaphorical language** may not be understandable to all participants. Reduce the amount of metaphors used and kindly explain the metaphors you do use.

- If writing on a dry-erase board, chalkboard, flip chart, etc., try to write as clearly as possible and **avoid using cursive**! Write big and leave lots of spaces between words.

- Use a lot of **contrast**. For example, use dark coloured markers on light paper, use white chalk if using a chalkboard. Avoid brightly coloured/light coloured pens and markers.

- **Read out** what you write out for the group, and hand-outs, and ensure there are subtitles on video clips. Assume that some people can't read or can't read fast enough to keep up.
Communications

Documents

Please note that specifics around accessible graphic design facilitation is beyond the scope of this guide. Here are a couple key considerations:

- **Send out handouts** in advance whenever possible, with ideally all handouts sent in one e-mail. **Send PDFs** ahead of time. Use Optical Character Recognition (OCR) for screen reader access.

- Documents sent out should have **concise and descriptive names** or titles. Example: “Agenda_ June 6 2015.PDF”

- **Avoid long chunks of text** when possible. Break up blocks of text and use **bullet points**.

- Consider **bolding parts of sentences** in order to communicate key ideas.

- Don’t use “justified text” when formatting documents. “**Left aligned**” is considered to be the most readable and best option.

- For longer documents and handouts, provide a **short summary** of the most important points of the document. The summary should be approximately 2-5 sentences (depending on the length of the document) and highlight the most important points and key words.

- Provide **written descriptions** of all images.

- Use **sans serif fonts** for typed documents. Good ones include: (Arial, Helvetica, Verdana).

- Do not use a font size smaller than **12 points**.
Being a facilitator can be both challenging and rewarding work. Try to **be aware of your own needs and accessibility needs** as the facilitator. You have the right to also feel comfortable in a space. If you are comfortable talking about or expressing your own needs to the group, it can help others feel less singled out. This can also help the group better know how to be supportive of you as a facilitator.

Here are some other things to consider when facilitating different groups.

- **Offer different ways to participate** besides speaking. Examples include texting a number, writing things down and submitting during a break, listening, note taking, or doodling in the corner.

- **Always include the option to pass** and never position this option as less valid than other ways of participating. Pro-actively announce the option to pass during activities. Don’t leave it to participants to have to bring it up.

- **Speak and communicate as clearly as you can.** Ask for support in this if necessary.

- **Explain choices** and motivation behind activities as much as possible.

- **Invite people** to participate who may be trying to speak but are having difficulty entering the conversation.

- **Model expectations for group activities** and/or involvement. For example, if you ask the group to do a “check-in,” demonstrate what you mean by that.

- **Be open to trying different ways of facilitating** (including small groups, hands-on activities, etc.) to match the needs of the group.
Physical Accessibility

Physical accessibility is a central aspect of making any event accessible:

- There should be **ramps, or no stairs, at every door**. Anything over 2 cm could pose a barrier for some mobility aid users. Please highlight with yellow paint any small lips or cracks (tripping hazards).

- If there is only **one wheelchair or step-free entrance**, please invite all attendees to go through this door as a statement of solidarity.

- If the event is not on the first floor, make sure there is a **wheelchair accessible elevator**.

- There should be **automatic doors or permanent door stops** for the duration of the event for entryways and bathrooms. If this is not possible have people stationed and designated to help with doors.

- Bathrooms should have a **wheelchair accessible stall**. This means a bigger stall with a door that opens inward and grab rails.


- There should be a **gender-neutral washroom** available. You can easily make bathrooms gender-neutral by covering the logo on the door, and by also adding a note that says “gender-neutral bathrooms,” or a simple sign with an image of a toilet would do.

- Consider performing an **accessibility audit** of your event space.

- Any ramps, sidewalks, or building entrances are shoveled and **cleared of snow** in winter.
The event should be close to an accessible metro and/or bus line.

For public transit accessibility information, visit:
https://www.stm.info/en/access

- An exact address should be provided a week or more in advance for adapted transport users to be able to book their rides.
- Do not send out simply a link to GoogleMaps. If you do send a link to GoogleMaps, make sure you also write out the address fully, including the postal code.
- Inform participants if there is any construction that may limit access.
Event Accessibility

Scheduling & Timing

Try to ensure that your target audience will be available at the time of the event.

- Be aware of people’s religious holidays, care schedules, transport schedules, and daily activity schedules (school, work, art, etc.)

- Make sure the agenda takes into account for adequate breaks and time between sessions, for travel between events and health breaks. This should be the case even if you tell participants to take breaks as they need/want to.

- Keep track of time and keep group updated about time. Ask someone to act as a timekeeper if you need to.

- End on time even if the agenda is not finished. This is especially important for anyone who uses adapted transport, but is also in terms of accessibility in general.
Financial limitations can severely impact how and if someone participates in an event. Here are some things to consider:

- Make all events **sliding scale** or pay-what-you-can. Or better yet, free!
- Offer **travel reimbursement** when possible. This can be in the form of bus or metro tickets, money for adapted transport, or providing wheelchair accessible transport, etc.
- Provide compensation for people’s time whenever possible. This includes facilitators, participants, and consultants.
- Offer private ways of asking for things like access needs, bus tickets and food vouchers.
- Don’t assume people have a computer or access to Internet on a regular basis.
- Don’t have a dress code.
- Have childcare available. Pay childcare workers whenever possible.
Ideally, your event will be a space where participants can actively engage and constructively critique organisers and facilitators! **Feedback and evaluation** is integral to effective event planning and for ensuring that future events are more accessible. A couple recommendations:

- If possible, create a **group brainstorm session** where critiques and solutions can be generated together (participants and organisers) in the event space.
- Provide **evaluation forms at the beginning** of the event if possible.
- Using the **same evaluation forms** for your events makes the evaluation process more consistent both for the organisers and participants.
- Can you **ask specific questions relating to accessibility** in the evaluation process?
- Give people the option of sending **in their evaluation forms via email**. Sometimes people need time to reflect and/or it is easier for them to write with a computer vs. by hand. Write the email address directly on the evaluation form.
- Allow the time and space for people to **orally provide feedback**.

Finally, have a **clear and designated time for the main organisers** to reflect amongst themselves about the event in general, but more specifically regarding accessibility. Some questions to ask yourselves:

- **Who was not represented?** Why and why not?
- How can our organizing be **more accessible and anti-oppressive**?
- **Do I feel resistant** to changing some of my practices? If so, why?
Post-event follow-up is important to ensuring that the event is well-wrapped up.

- If possible, send **typed versions** of any handwritten content (flipcharts, chalkboard notes, etc.) out to participants after the event.

- If possible, send any **available transcriptions of audio and video** content.

- Provide a **recording of the event** (with captions and transcription) if possible for people who can't be at the event and/or people who might need to hear/see things again in order to process, remember, and understand them.

- Ensure that everyone who is supposed to be paid from the event knows how to file the needed paperwork. When possible, **provide templates**.
When it comes to creating a positive & sustainable impact on the lives of Indigenous Peoples living in Montreal, it is important to understand the role that an individual occupies and plays within the collective experience.

The term ally has been around for some time, and recently many critics say that it has lost its original meaning. Instead of being used to identify one’s role within a collective struggle, it has come to symbolize a token identity – a kind of “badge” that people wear to show they are one of the “good guys”.

There are multiple terms a person can use when identifying the role that they actively play within anti-oppressive work. Neither is better than the other and regardless of what you call yourself, each role plays an important part in this kind of work. Many want to be an ally, which is why this pamphlet focuses on that term. However, being an ally is not a self-appointed identity and requires you to show your understanding through actions, relations, and recognition by the community.

**ALLY**

Being an ally is about disrupting oppressive spaces by educating others on the realities and histories of marginalized people.  

**ACCOMPlice**

An accomplice works within a system and “directly challenges institutionalized/systemic racism, colonization, and white supremacy by blocking or impeding racist people, policies, and structures”.

**Co-Resistor**

Being a co-resistor is about standing together, as an ensemble, in resistance against oppressive forces and requires constant learning. It is combining theory and practice by establishing relationships and being deeply involved within a community that informs how one listens critically, understands an issue and influences the way they go about disrupting oppressive institutions and systemic systems.
**Step #1: Be Critical of Any motivations**

When getting involved in this kind of work, one should ask themselves:

- **Does my interest** derive from the fact that the issue is currently “buzzing”?
- **Does my interest** stem from the fact that the issue will meet quotas or increase chances of any funding?
- **Does my involvement hijack** the message and insert my own opinions or values instead of respecting those of the Indigenous communities?
- **Am I doing this** to feed my ego?

These movements and struggles do not exist to further one’s own self-interest, nor are they there as “extra-curricular” activities.  

**How Can I Be a Good Ally?**

To Be An Ally Is To:

- Actively support the struggle.
- Speak up, even when you feel scared.
- Transfer the benefits of your privilege to those who have less.
- Acknowledge that the conversation is not about you.

**Remember:**

Being involved in any kind of anti-oppression work is about recognizing that every person has a basic right to human dignity, respect, and equal access to resources.

At the end of the day, being an ally goes beyond checking actions off a list and it is not a competition. Being an ally is about a way of being and doing. This means self-reflection, “checking in” with one’s motivations and debriefing with community members is a continual process; it is a way of life.

**Kanién’kéha:** This is what the Mohawk call themselves and roughly translates to “people of the flint”. They are also one of the original nations that called the island of Montreal their territory (Tiohtià:ke).
STEP #2:  
START LEARNING

Here are lists of terms that will help you get started on educating yourself on the history of Indigenous Peoples on Turtle Island.

Educatimg yourself is an ongoing process. Change will not be easy and you will never truly be an expert on Indigenous challenges and realities, but you can work in allyship.

A good rule of thumb is to ask yourself:

How can I use this new information in my everyday life?

What steps can I personally take to amplify marginalized voices that are too often silenced?

What do I have and how can that be leveraged?

How can I use my position & privileges to listen, shift power dynamics and take steps towards reconciliation?

REMEMBER:

Indigenous people are grandparents, parents, children, & siblings. They are doctors, teachers, social workers, entrepreneurs, & artists – they are human beings. Indigenous people are present and thriving in a country that expected them to die off and that continues to enforce structures of oppression today – we are resilient.

INDIGENOUS PEOPLES ARE THE EXPERTS OF THEIR OWN REALITIES & HISTORIES.

2 As we have always done: Indigenous freedom through radical resistance. (2017)
5 Algonquin Territory: Indigenous title to land in the Ottawa Valley is an issue that is yet to be resolved. (2018).
9 Inuit get federal apology for forced relocation. (2010).

TERMS THAT ARE NOT OKAY FOR YOU TO SAY:

• Indian
• Savage
• Half-breed
• Red skins
• Eskimo
• Squaw

10 Indigenous peoples are grandparents, parents, children, & siblings. They are doctors, teachers, social workers, entrepreneurs, & artists – they are human beings. Indigenous people are present and thriving in a country that expected them to die off and that continues to enforce structures of oppression today – we are resilient.
Please be aware that these definitions are to give you a general idea. This is especially true when it comes to terminology relating to identity. Identities are complicated, are always evolving, and don’t exist in boxes. When in doubt: never assume, ask!

**FIRST NATION**
First Nations are the descendants of the original inhabitants of Canada. Various nations, beliefs, & languages exist within this group. There are 10 First Nations in Quebec.

**MÉTIS**
The Métis are a post-contact Indigenous People. Métis refers to people with roots in the Red River community or other historic Métis communities. While métis refers to people with mixed Indigenous ancestry.

**INUIT & INUK**
Inuit is the term for Indigenous peoples from Arctic North regions of Canada, Greenland and Alaska. Inuk is the plural form, while Inuk is the singular form.

**ANISHINAABEG**
This is what the Algonquin people refer to themselves as. Their ancestral territories include regions in Quebec, but subgroups have migrated further West into Ontario, Manitoba, and Saskatchewan. The word roughly translates to “the authentic people” or “real people”.

**TURTLE ISLAND**
This is the name given to North America by some Indigenous Peoples, such as the Iroquois, Anishinaabeg, and other Northeastern nations. The term originates from their various creation stories.

**INDIGENOUS & ABORIGINAL**
These are umbrella terms to include First Nations, Métis, and Inuit in Canada. Both terms are used internationally to define the original inhabitants of colonized countries, with Indigenous being the most favoured term. However, it is always respectful to be specific about the Nation you are referring to; use the term that they use to self-identify.

**TERMINOLOGY**

**FIRST NATION**
First Nations are the descendants of the original inhabitants of Canada. Various nations, beliefs, & languages exist within this group. There are 10 First Nations in Quebec.

**MÉTIS**
The Métis are a post-contact Indigenous People. Métis refers to people with roots in the Red River community or other historic Métis communities. While métis refers to people with mixed Indigenous ancestry.

**INUIT & INUK**
Inuit is the term for Indigenous peoples from Arctic North regions of Canada, Greenland and Alaska. Inuk is the plural form, while Inuk is the singular form.

**ANISHINAABEG**
This is what the Algonquin people refer to themselves as. Their ancestral territories include regions in Quebec, but subgroups have migrated further West into Ontario, Manitoba, and Saskatchewan. The word roughly translates to “the authentic people” or “real people”.

**TURTLE ISLAND**
This is the name given to North America by some Indigenous Peoples, such as the Iroquois, Anishinaabeg, and other Northeastern nations. The term originates from their various creation stories.

**INDIGENOUS & ABORIGINAL**
These are umbrella terms to include First Nations, Métis, and Inuit in Canada. Both terms are used internationally to define the original inhabitants of colonized countries, with Indigenous being the most favoured term. However, it is always respectful to be specific about the Nation you are referring to; use the term that they use to self-identify.

**TWO-SPIRIT**
Two-Spirit is an umbrella term that includes gay, lesbian, bisexual, and trans/gender non-conforming identities and is what the “2S” stands for in LGBTQ2S. The term was intertribally adopted in Winnipeg during a gathering in the early 1990’s. Traditionally, people who were Two-Spirit were thought as being “born in balance” and held specific roles within their communities. The term is an act of resistance against settler colonial forms of sex/gender, meaning that only Indigenous people can identify as being Two-Spirit.

**SETTLER**
This term is used to describe people whose ancestors migrated to Canada and who still benefit from ongoing colonialism. This could be also applied to “settlers of colour” but doesn’t apply when referring to people who are descendants of slaves, considering they did not come to this continent willingly. Keep in mind the various intersections of a person’s identity and how this translates into the types of privileges they are either afforded or withheld.

**POW WOW**
A traditional First Nations’ gathering and celebration of dance, song, socializing and honoring of a rich heritage. Not to be used to describe a meeting or group of people.
THINGS NOT TO SAY

“CANADA’S INDIGENOUS PEOPLES” or “OUR INDIGENOUS PEOPLES”

The Indigenous Peoples on Turtle Island are not owned by Canada or by any individual, which is the way the language makes it out to sound. Try to say “the Indigenous Peoples of what we now call Canada” instead.

“THE INDIGENOUS CULTURE”

This is too broad considering that hundreds of Indigenous communities, nations, languages and cultures exist within Canada. Instead of singular, try using plural forms instead. Even better, try being specific about the nation to avoid pan-Indigenizing. I.e. “My Kanien’kehá:ka friends from Kahnawà:ke” or “the many Indigenous cultures.”

“You’re Indigenous? You must be an alcoholic”

This is incorrect, perpetuates false stereotypes, and is a generalizing and discriminatory view to have. Even if you are referencing a joke you heard, just avoid saying this altogether.

“We don’t just get over it?”

Inuit were still being forcefully relocated well-into the 1950’s and First Nations were not allowed to vote in federal elections until 1960. The last residential school was closed in 1996. Today, Indigenous children make up over half of all children in child care. These recent acts of colonization did not happen hundreds of years ago and Indigenous people are still healing and dealing with oppressive structures. One does not recover from traumatic events overnight, much less systemic oppression that took place over hundreds of years and that continues to this day.

“Can you and your people forgive my people for what we did?”

Guilt should not be the main reason for why you want to be a part of ally work. On top of that, no one Indigenous person can forgive an entire population, nor are they the spokesperson for the entire Indigenous population. As you educate yourself, you may grapple with these feelings of guilt and that is completely normal but what are more important are the steps and actions that you take afterwards – not being forgiven.

“Why don’t you just get over it?”

Surviving genocide is a revolutionary act and by saying this you are both condoning and celebrating genocide.

“You people were conquered”

Surviving genocide is a revolutionary act and by saying this you are both condoning and celebrating genocide.
STEP #3: ACT ACCORDINGLY

Educating one’s self is only half of the work when being an ally. It is a lifelong process that is rooted in action and requires humility and ongoing critical self-reflection. Being an ally is not a badge of honour, it is a sign of privilege. 13

To do this, it is crucial to establish a direct line of communication 3 – this could be through a friend directly involved or impacted by the struggles or through a volunteer position at a community organization.

WORKPLACES & ORGANIZATIONS CAN PRACTICE GOOD ALLYSHIP BY:

- **Hiring Indigenous people to be involved** in the creation and ownership of initiatives that are made about them and/or for them.
- **Properly remunerating and crediting** Indigenous people for their knowledge & time.
- **‘Passing the mic’ to Indigenous people** at events, in the arts, in music, in film, in theatre, and in making decisions that affect them.
- **Recognizing that Indigenous Peoples** have ownership, control, access, and possession of their information, knowledge, experiences, and stories. 14


THE DO’S

- **Listen** to the experts
- **Ask** what you can do
- **Build** relationships based on mutual consent & trust
- **Research** to learn more about the history
- **Continue** to support & act in meaningful ways

This could entail calling others out and holding them accountable when they are displaying oppressive behaviours because when it comes down to it, being a good ally is about risking your voice to elevate others. 15

If you’re interested in supporting local organizations that aim to meet the needs of the urban Indigenous population in Montreal, email us about available volunteer placements:

info@reseaumtlnetwork.com
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